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The workflow methodology provides a robust means of
describing applications consisting of control and data dependencies along with the logical reasoning necessary for
distributed execution. For wired networks, there have been
a wide variety of successful workflow systems available for
researchers to design, test and run scientific workflows [17],
[6], [1], [12], [4], [14], [10], [3], [7], [2]. Similarly, in
the business domain, the Workflow Management Coalition
(WfMC) [19] has delivered standards to a vast number of business workflow systems for over twenty years. It is important
to note that these workflows require centralized management,
thus applying such in dynamic coalition network environments
raises several technical challenges, for example: (a) variable
network connectivity associated with mobile endpoints (e.g.,
unmanned autonomous systems); (b) high latency and cost
associated with communication (e.g., satellite); and (c) poor
infrastructure, especially absent back-end connectivity .
Consequently, in dynamic environments, a new class of
workflow methodology is required—i.e., a workflow which
operates in a decentralized manner. In the extreme case,
the system should be capable of orchestrating a workflow
with complete decentralization. The workflow execution logic
dictating the flow should be capable of using local knowledge
or knowledge collected from prior distributed communications
wherever possible. The work in this paper aims at investigating such decentralized approaches by focusing on common
methodology to describe and orchestrate decentralized services
to support mission critical data analytics pipelines.
Motivated by this observation, in this work, we envision workflows which are composed of microservices—i.e.,
services which move away from the more traditional large
monolithic back-end applications by splitting the functionality
into a set of smaller more manageable services. Typically,
microservices communicate with each other using lightweight
protocols (e.g., HTTP, REST) and are widely adopted in the industry by companies such as Netflix and Amazon with a large
number of developers. However, such services are are designed
as request/response services, which are therefore centralized
in nature. However, in the scenarios being considered in this
work, these services may belong to different coalition partners
but a common goal needs to be achieved by composing them
dynamically which yields to the need of service discovery.
Service discovery is a hard problem even when services

are hosted in centralized repositories. This is mainly because
microservices are often developed and deployed independently
or by loosely cooperating developers in open environments.
This has led to a complex mix of disparate microservice architectures employing different methodologies for the description
of their input, outputs, configuration—and in coalition environments their policy requirements. Thus, there is no standardized
methodology for service description.
In recent years, especially in support of services API
economy, where monetization for API developers is the focus, social tagging of services are considered as means to
reduce the burden on developers to annotate services with full
descriptions; once captured and stored in repositories, these
social tags can be used to assist service discovery in matching
contexts. For example, in [18] multiple parties would tag
services based on the context in which they have used services.
These annotations are then used by a learning algorithm
to augment a knowledge base—a one based on resource
description framework (RDF) [15]—so that an evolving graph
of interactions is captured to infer potential uses of services
with respect to annotations provided by the past users and the
new requirements post by the current users.
In distributed setting, the above approach is impractical,
if not unusable. This is because in services API economy,
the services are centrally hosted, thus the hosting system has
a bird’s-eye-view of the registered services which enables
it to easily monitor service usage patterns, thus making the
annotation learning and correlation straightforward. However,
in distributed service environment, having such a global view
is impossible.
In support of such situations, we have investigated techniques that will allow microservices to be deployed independently onto a MANET using disparate service descriptions
while enabling them to be discovered by service requesters
and allowing themselves to learn what workflows they can
participate in. In addition, we show how multiple copies of the
same microservice can be distributed throughout the MANET,
and describe a methodology that will enable matching services
to offer themselves up based on best utility, in terms of cost
of transaction with respect to available processing power, cost
of data access and, in coalition environments, security policy.
Vector Symbolic Architectures (VSAs) are a set of lossy
dimensionality reduction methodologies that enable large vol-

umes of data to be compressed into a fixed size data block
(vector) in a way that captures associations and similarities as well as enabling categorizations between data to be
built up. The two basic operations that enable these capabilities are superposition (addition) and binding (multiplication/permutation). Superposition builds up similarities between
vectors whereas binding combines vectors into the same space
in an orthogonal manner. Such vector representations are
recursive as originally proposed by Hinton [11] in that they
allow for higher level abstractions to be formulated in the same
format as their lower level components. Plate’s Holographic
Reduced Representation (HRR) [18] describes how to use such
operations on vector symbols, via role-filler, pairs in order to
maintain positional or temporal relationships between objects
as well as to learn deep and shallow semantic relationships
between objects. In [13] Kanerva describes the use of Binary
Spatter Codes (BSC) in combination with Random Permutations (RPM) to achieve a computationally more efficient
version of the same, see [16] for a comparison. In addition
word2Vec[8] and node2Vec[9] might offer up methodologies
that can learn microservice descriptions and iteratively traverse
and learn a distributed microservice graph.
In the context of a workflow, a high level vector may
represent an action such as ‘Track Person’. This vector would
contain within itself the sub-component workflows, ‘get CTTV
video streams’ + ‘search for person’ + ‘Predict path’. Each
of which would also recursively resolve to the individual
microservices needed to complete the high level request. The
key point is that, in order for this service composition to be
activated on the MANET, only the single vector symbol ‘Track
Person’ would be broadcast over the network since this single
vector contains a full description of the microservices needed
to execute the request and the graph of how such microservices
must to be connected. Each microservice would examine the
vector and activate itself in the appropriate position for its part
in the workflow.
The fact that vector pointers can be combined into a fixed
size reduced representation and that learning can be carried out
iteratively is highly attractive for employment in a distributed
learning environment. In addition, the fact that higher level
representations have the same size and form as their lower
level components offers the potential for service composition
requests to be made in more intuitive and human natural
language. Further, the fixed size nature of VSAs are ideally
suited for implementation in non-von Neumann neuromorphic
technology which will be highly advantageous for mobile
devices operating on the edge due to the multiple orders of
magnitude reduction in power consumption of such devices.
For example, Eliasmith uses HRRs to implement a biologically
plausible cognitive computer in spiking neural networks [5].
We believe these methodologies could be used and extended
to learn similarities between microservices based on their
vector description (input, output, policy, natural language description) which will allow them to initially start to participate
in workflows. Best fit will be further reinforced when each service, as well as service requesters, learn the historical contexts

and positions in which a microservice has been invoked. Each
microservice is effectively acting as an associative clean up
memory. This will enable alternate best-fit functionality to be
achieved for robust operations in the frequently changing and
noisy environments of coalition MANETS.
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